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This volume presents the results of a conceptual study of the resource re-
quirements for a Si.gle-stage Earth-orbital vehicle (SERV). All aspects of
program cost for the design, manufacture, test, transportation, launch, and
facility modification, have been considered for implementing the vehicle con-
cept through Phase C/D; and also, the subsequent i0 years of space shuttle
operations, consistent in depth with the requirements of the study plan.
This qualification is important because the primary objective of the SERV
study was to examine concept feasibility by wind tunnel tests, trade study i
analyses, and the identif'cation of a recommended configuration through more
detailed subsystem analyses.
Prior to the commencement of the resource studies reported herein, a wide
range of vehicle trade studies was performed and these are as reported in
volume 3. Nine key trade study subtasks were identified: aerodynamic
characteristics, aerospike parametric analyses, parametric flight performance,
i"
thermal analyses, subsystem concepts, operations concepts; parametric costs;
and a vehicle sizing analysis and point design characteristics identification.
The program costs for the selected vehicle configuration are documented in
this volume of the report and presented in the following mannex:
• Section 2 - Configuration De£1nltion
• Section 3 - Guidelines and Assumptions
• Section 4 - Program Requirements
• Section 5 - Work Breakdown Structure
• Section 6 - Cost Estimation Hethods
• Section 7 - Cost Analysis Results
• Section 8 - Conclusions and Recommendations
The following is a lilt of cost category definitions used throughout this
volume of this report:
i
I) Non-recurring Cost (RI)TbE). These costs are necessary to develop
the pre-production items that are not quantity related bu¢ in-
" clude: developmental engineering and support; test hardware; de-
velopmental captive and ground tests; ground support equipment;
• aanufscture of tool_ng and special test equipment; site acti-




2) Recurrin_ Cost (Production). These are defined as those costs
associated with producing fliEht hardware up to and including ac-
ceptance of the hardware. Includes all costs associated with: the
fabrication, assembly, and checkout of flight hardware; ground
' /- test and factory checkout of flight hardware; spares to support alr-
, _ ' borne hardware duri,g _light operations; maintenance o£ GSE and •
spares for GSE; and maintenance of tooling and special test equip-
merit •
3) Recurring Cost (Operations). These are defined as the costs
associated with those activities occurring subsequent to acceptance
of the flight hardware. They are further identified as:
a) Launch Operations - The cost of: receiving the flight hardware;
static firings; refurbishment of static test stand; assembly of
the vehicle; checkout' prelaunch test and checkout" servicing;9 t
i launch; and refurbishing the launch pad.
b) Fll_ht.Operations - The cost of: mission control; mission
planning; flight crew training; and simulation and aids required
for crew training (excluding the cost of those identified as
test articles), i
c) Refurbishment Costs - The cost of those activities required to











CGNFIGURATION  EF'.N ITION
2.0 GENERAL
This section presents baseline features of the SERV configuration that were
used in the development of the resource requirements. The final selected
configuration differed from the baseline in diameter, weight and performance.
Re, ever, the differences are not significant and have been accommodated in
the resources analyses.
2.1 VEHICLEDESCRIPTION
The SERV configuration is a slngle-stage-to-orbit vehicle with the capability
of transporting passengers and cargo to and from a near earth orblral space
station. The prime payload is a 12-man personnel module (PM) in conjunction
with 25,000 pounds of cargo. A winged spacecraft is included as an alternate
payload.
Overall dimensions of He SERV personnel module configuration, see figure
2.1-1, are 88 feet in diameter by 93 feet in height, with a cargo hold 15
feet in diameter. Four clusters of five engines are buried vlthln the vehicle
contour and equally spaced around the vehicle circumference at the thrust
rlng to provide the thrust for attitude control and deorbit. There are 36
lift Jet engines employed to land the vehicle st KSC. These engines are ar-
ranged in four banks of nine and attached to the outer ._Tllndrlcal well in
; the engine compartment at the base of the vehicle.
Four landing gear leg assemblies, using a telescoping arrangement enclosed in
a cannister, ere mounted on the LO2/LH2 tank outer cylindrical bulkhead
common skirt, and situated betveen the llft engine banks. Just prior to ,
landing, protective doors are opened and the legs are extended through the
reentry bulkhead. A hydraulic shock absorber system built into each landing
sear assembly provides a soft landing, rich loads veil vithin the capability
of the vehicle structure.
The vehicle avionics system is installed in four separsta equipment bays,
located immediately forward of the LH2 tank upper bulkhead and equall_spaced
• around the circumference. Supporting power supply systems ere mounted in the
engine compartment.
• Basic dimens_.s a_e given in figure 2.1-2 for the two spacecraft under con-
sideration. _ ese ave 8pecec;aft vere specified for study to evaluate the
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HaJor dimensions and key SERV conflguraclon features are shown in figure
2.1-I. The standard vehicle has a PH evacecraft that returns to earth on
SERV. The altecnate MURPspacecraft iz 318o shown. SERV is designed for
i fully automatic unmanned operation. For this mode of operation a nose c)ne
I of the PH external cnn£1guration would be Installed in lieu of the space-
. ( craft.
i Figure 2.1-3 shows the horlzontal profile with key dimensions and major con-
" figuration features. Locations of the gas turbine lift engines, aero_pike
protective doors, and landing gear are shown. Note the location of the lift
engine fuel supply, dlametrlcally opposite the ballast tanks. Figure 2.1-4
shows the locatlon of one quadrant of the direct-lift gas turbines, air in-
let doors, landing gear, and £uel tanks. Figure 2.1-5 shc_s key feature_
of the engine compartment layout. The gas turbine fuel and transfer tanks,
and the electrical power generating and distribution syGte_,, are locat_d
within the engine compartment but are not shown.
2.2 TYPICALMISSION PROFILES
Figure 2.2-I shows schematically the recomtended mission profiles for the two
spacecraft concepts. The profiles apply to the 55-degree Inclination, space
station cargo delivery, reference mission. For both spacecraft profiles the
injection altltude is 50 n ml.
For the SERV-PM profile, both the SERV and PM 8o into a high altitude (260
n ml) phasing orbit. Terminal rendezvous and docking of the PH and cargo
are accomplished using a propulsion systcm in _he PH. Upon mi_slon com-
pletion, the PM wlth its return cargo rejoins SERV. The SE&V, plus cargo,
and PM, reenters and lands as a unit.
In the SE&V-HURPprofile, the SERV wlth its payload establishes a circular
orbit at a low altitude (II0 n mi). The MURP, plus cargo, proceeds to the
space station while the SERV remains in the lower orbit. At mission com-
pletion the HURP rejoins SERV and transferl the return cargo. The H'JRP
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. COST GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
3.0 GENERAL
This section contains the basic cost ground rules and assumptions used to cost
the SERV shuttle program. Cost ground rules furnished by _ASA are incorporated,
and assumptions used for vehicle test and operations, facilities, and operation
traffic model are discussed.
3.1 PROGRAM COSTS
The groundrules listed below were applied in the determination of the program
cost:
i) Costs to be presented in CY-1971 dollars.
2) A 1972 technology base was assumed.
3) Phase C/D starts on January l, 1972. 1
4) The primary manufacturing site is basellned at MAF.
5) The primary launch site is baselined at KSC, _:
6) First manned orbital flight (FMOF) occurs In the last quarter of _
FY-1978.._
7) The baseline operational program extends for 10 years from FHOF.
8) PJ)T&E funding is concluded 24 months after FHOF.
9) Four traffic models are to be used_ consisting of the NASA standard
traffic model of 445 operations flights plus three alternatives at
I00, 220, and 365 operational flights, respectively.
10) IOC is scheduled for first quarter FY-1980. I_._:"
11) Costs reported do not include contractor's fee or NASA management r !
" COSTS.
12) Discount costs are based on a 10 percent rate applied to CY-1971
• dollars. _
13) Investment costs are based on four SERV end three winged spacecraft
O (identified as MURP) or three PM. : _
3-1 _,
1973010131-017
14) Production vehicles to be procured at a rate that minimizes peak !
funding.
15) Fxpendable hardware procured in the year in which it is used during
(_! the operational phase.
16) A 90 percent learning curve to be used for all SERV h_tdware except
TPS ablqtive panels. An 85 percent curve to be used for TPS ablative
replacement panels.
¢
3.2 VEHICLE TEST AND OPERATIONS
The groundrules listed below are applicable to vehicle test and operations:
I) A structural test vehicle (STV-I) will be used for structural test-
ing of the SERV vehicle.
2) A static fire vehicle (SFC-I) will be used for propellant flow and
hot static fire testing.
3) The flight test program will require two flight test vehicles. FTV-I
will be used for Horizontal Flight Testing and FTV-2 for Vertical Flight
Testing.
4) All operational launches will occur at equal intervals.
5) Seventy-five percent of all reusable vehicle test and checkout
assumed to be accomplished by onboard checkout equipment.
6) Costs shown reflect contractor effort only. Costs for support, such
as mission control and range safety are not included,
3,3 FACILITIES
The cost of facilities considered the following guidelines: "_
I) New facility, requirements to be minimized,
2) Manufacture will be at Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF).
3) Existing LC-39 facilities and GSE to be used wherever possible.
4) Launch Complex 39 assumed to be available exclusively for shuttle
use.
3.4 TRAFFIC MODELS _,_,_Y_I_-_
.... _, _>_
At the initiation of the SERV study, NASA e_tsbltshed a standard traffic model _'"'_
which built up from I0 to 75 flights per yea_ accumulating a total of 445 fhghts . "
for a 10 year baseline operational program. To establish cost sensitiv_ties to i
launch rate and total program flights, three additionsl traffic models were de- t
fined with peak launch rates of 10, 25 and 50 flights per year. These alternate " I "
models resulted in program flight accumulations of 100, 220, and 365 respectively.
O The launch rate profile of the standard end alternate models are shown in figure
3-2 il,._:_
1973010131-018
i 3.5 FLEET REQUIREMENTS
! The requirements for operational fleet vehicles, see table 3.5-1, have been
1 based on the followlng assumptions:
i % l) All test vehicles will be converted to an operational status atZ-
I k._ _ the conclusion of their test activities with the exception ofthe structural test vehicle (STV-I).
l
2) Operational launches occur at equal intervals.
3) Vehicle turnaround time is 2 weeks.
i 4) Operational spacecraft missions are held constant at 7 days duration
each.
5) Vehicle operational llfe time equaJs 500 missions.
4
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Table 3.5-I. SERV Vehicle Requirements I
!
No. of Vehicles






Total Fleet - 100 fllghts 2.0
Total Fleet - 220 flights 2.0
Total Fleet - 365 fllghts 3.0
Total Fleet - 445 flights 4.0
,, i i m,m __ I,
*Static test vehicle STV-1, and first flight test vehicle FTV-1,
are converted to operational flight standard. FTV-2 is modified









J • PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
! 4.0
! This section presents a brief description of the program requirements to provide
! insight to events as depicted in the program schedule.
4.1 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
i program schedule, figure 4.1-1, a projectionThe is of activities for those
elements having a major impact on the initiation of the program through to the •
1 first manned orbital flight (F_4OF). The schedule shows a 12 month phase B
study conlnencing in the last quarter of CY 1971, followed by phases C and D
starting at the beginning of CY 1973 with 90 percent engineering release at the
end of CY 1974 and 10O percent release I0 months later. Facility modifications
are identified at MAF and KSC. Modifications of MAF facilities are scheduled
for the start of CY 1973, with the emphas_s directed toward the modification,
tooling and fixtures for building 420. Modifications of KSC facilities can be
delayed a year after the start of MAF modifications.
It is proposed to build one structural test vehicle (STV-I) which will be used
for handling and transportation equipment checkout, a mode and frequency test,
and a static loads and life cycle test followed by a test to destruction. These
tests will be conducted at KSC and take approximately 20 months to complete. _
A static fire vehicle (SF-I) will be utilized in the program for propellant loads ::_
_'%, ,
cold flow and static fire tests. Turbojets and other subsystems will not be in- _
stalled. The tests, of 15 months duration, will be conducted at KSC and after _
completion the vehicle will be overhauled, refitted and cycled as a production
vehlc le.
The first flight test vehicle (FT-I) will be fitted with turbojets and associated IR_'
subsystems and used for horizontal and vertical translation flight tests at KSC.
An aerospike engine will not be installed in this vehicle. The translation tests
are scheduled to take six months and will be completed three months before the :_;_
completion of checkout of the first orbital flight vehicle Following saris- _
factory completion of the horizontal and vertical translation tests, the vehicle _
will be returned to MAF for recycling as a production vehicle.
J
The second flight test vehicle (FT-2) will be utilized for orbital flight test
and will be delivered to KSC twelve months prior to the first manned orbital
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i Throughout tile aforementioned development period D subsystem and component
development and qualification tests will be performed at MAF and other govern-
i meat and subcontractor facilities.
i The critical path for the schedule is as follows:
.
1) Complete model tests.Jk
i 2) Initiate MAF and building 420 modifications.
3) Commence installment of major tooling and fixtures.
4) MAF facility complete and checked out.
5) 90 percent engineering release, start final assembly of structuralf
test vehicle ($I_I-I) and static fire test vehicle (SF-i) and start
facility installations at KSC.
6) I00 percent installation of major tooling at MAF.
I 7) I00 percent engineering release and shipment of STV-I.
8) Delivery and installation of first aerospike engine modules.
9) Delivery and installation of first direct llft gas turbine engines.
I0) Completion of vehicle static loads, static fire, translation tests
and completion of subsystem development and qualification tests.
II) Two unmanned orbital flights prior to FMOF.







. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
5,0 GENERAL
This section describes the work breakdown structure (WBS) used for assembllng
cost inputs to a cost analysis of the SERV space shuttle. The elements of
the WBS are identified from level 2 through level 5.
5.1 WBS FOI_[AT
L
The basic WBS format for levels 2, 3 and 4, is shown in figure 5.1-I. The
SERV space shuttle is shown as a level 2 element consisting of six level 3 ':
elements; SI_RV, Spacecraft, main engines, flight teat, operations, and manage- i
ment and integration, respectively. Of these, SERV, flight test, operations, !
and management and integration, are subdivided to level 4 and, in the case of
SERV the subdivision goes down to level 5, see figure 5.1-2. The level 3
spacecraft and main engines elements were not taken to lower levels as, for
the purpose of this study, these components were assumed to be GFE. For the
purpose of program visibility, the WBS identification number is included with
each element shown in figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2. A compilation of the WBS
elements is presented in table 5.1-I; this tabulation is used as the starting
point for the cost estimation methods described in section 6.
5.2 WBS ELEMENT CONTENT _'_
A brief description of the content within each level 3 element is presented _"in the following paragraphs.
5.2.1 SERV (WBS 101-00-00) _
The level 3 SERV element consists of seven level 4 elements; 1) propulsion;
2) avionics; 3) airframe; 4) power; 5) environment control and life support;
6) assembly and checkout; and 7) system support.
5.2.1.1 Propulslon (WB$ I01-01_00) _
This element of cost is developed from the summation of the lover level 5 ._
elements of lift engines and attitude control: p
e
1) Lift Engines. This element includes the design, development and
production cost of turbojet lift engines end does not include







Table 5.1-1. Program Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
, . i ml ,. .. , ,,
WBS Element Name Level WBS Identity No.
( -SE[_V Space Shuttle 2 I00-00-00 "
SERV 3 I01-00-00
Propu 1sion 4 I01-01-00
Lift Engines 5 lOl-Ol-Ol
Attitude Control $ 101-01-02
Avionics 4 101=02-00
Guidance and Navigation 5 101=02-01
Instrumenta tion 5 I01-02 -02
Communications 5 I01-02-01
, Airframe 4 I01-03-00
Strut tures 5 !O1-03-01
Thermal Protectlnr_ 5 I01-03-02
Landing Gea_ 5 I01-03-04
Power 4 101-q4-00
Electrical Supply and Distribution 5 101-04-01
Hydraulic and Pneumatic 5 101-04-02
ECLS 4 I01-05-00
Assembly and Checkout 4 101-06-00
System Support 4 I01-07-00
Systems Engineering and Integration 5 101-07-01
ProJect _na_ement 5 I01-07 -02
Facilitiea and Equipment 5 101-07-03
GSE 5 101-07 -04
Training 5 101-07-05
Initial Operating Spares 5 101_07-06
Ground Teat 5 101-07-07
Su s tainin8 Engineering 5 101-07 -08
Specters f t 3 102 -00-00
Main Engine 3 103-00-00
Flight Test 3 I04-00-00
SERV 4 104-01-00
Spa©eeraft 4 lO&-02-O0 _
Hated 4 104-03-00 _'
Support 4 104-04-00 _,
Opera tions 3 105-00-00
Management and Integration 3 106-00-00
Systems Engineering and Integration 4 106-OI-00 _"
Program )_tnagement 4 106-02-00




2) Attitude Control. This element refer= to the cost of all activities
necessary to design, develop, qualify and produce gaseous LH2/LO 2
attitude control thrusters. Note: The attitude control thrusters
perform the multipurpose function of attitude control, orbit maneu-
vering, station keeping and deorbit.
5.2.I.2 Avionics (WBS 101.-02-00)
• This element of cost is developed from the summation of the lower level 5
elements of guidance and navigation, instrumentation, and communications:
I) Guidance and Navigation. This element includes the design, develop-
ment, and production for all sensors, prime reference, computation,
and data processing elements for this function; also, includes cost
of central computers, even though they may provide services for
other subsystems.
2) Instrumentation. This element includes the design, development and
production o_ all sensors, data conditioning and data evaluation
elements.
3) Communications. This element includes the design, development and
production cost of all communications elements.
5.2.1.3 Airframe (WBS i01-O3-00_
This element of cost is developed from the summation of the lower level 5
elements of structures, thermal protection system and landing gear.
I) Structure. This cost element refers to the cost of designing,
developing and manufacturing the SERV structure. Included are all
direct and indirect labor costs, materials and subcontract cost
related to the engineering design and analysis, procurement, test,
and evaluation of components and subsystem in this category. Sub-
sysLems included in this category are: integral propellant tanks
and bulkheads; load carrying elements; propellant feed, fill, and _'_
drain elements; tank insulation; PU subsystem; attitude control
propellant tanks and feed system; and landing gear (development cost
only).
Procurement and evaluation of mockups, special test rigs, and other
supporting engineering activities are included in this category.
Assembly of subelements into major structural elements are also
included.
2) Thermal Protection. This element refers to the c," _ of designing,
developing and manufacturing the SERV thermal pro:t:tion system.
. Included are all direct and indirect labor costs and materialpand
subcontract cost. Component level test hardware and piece parts
costa are included. The principle hardware elements are cover
" panels, attach structure, insulation, and ablator panels.
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3) Landing Gear. This element refers to the cost of manufacturing the
SERV landing gear. Included are all direct and indirect labor costs,
and material and subcontract costs. Applicable hardware elements are
struts and braces, pads, controls and structure.
5.2.1.4 Power (WBS 101-04-00)
This element of cost is developed from the summation of the lower level 5
elements of electrical supply and distrlbution_ and hydraulic and pneumatics.
I) Electrical Supply and Distribution. This element refers to the !
design, development and production cost of the primary and secondary
electrical power supply and distribution elements. Included in the
cost are the following applicable hardware elements: fuel cells,
fuel cell subsystems, batteries, power conversion equipment, and
power distribution equipment.
2) Hydraulic and Pneumatic Power. This element includes all the primary
and secondary hydraulic and pneumatic power supply and distribution
elements.
5.2.1.5 Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS)(WBS 101-05-00)
This element refers to the design, development and production of the environ-
mental control and life support subsystem.
5.2.1.6 Assembly and Checkout _BS 101-06-00)
This element is the cost for all vehicle contractor activities for integrating
and assembling vehicle elements and subsystems into an operational vehicle and
includes all system calibration and checkout, as well as the necessary accept-
ance testing. '.'
5.2.1.7 System Support (NBS I01-07-00) _..._
_._._ _.
This element of cost is developed from the summation of the lower level 5 _" _
elements of systems engineering and integration, project management, facili- _"
ties and equipment, GSE, training, initial operating spares, ground test end '-_
sustaining engineering.
I) Systems Engineering and Integration. This element refers to the cost
of vehicle contractor system integration and engineering activities,
such as: definition of vehicle and payload interfaces; system trade
studies; system effectiveness analysis; and system interface analy-
sis. _2) Project Management. This element includes the effort associated with _'_i_:i
the prime contractor's centralized direction of effort in the aroa
of program planning, control, and administration.
3) Facilities and Equipment. This element includes the cost for new
and modifications to manufacturing, launch, and test facilities,
All tooling, sustaining tooling and special test equipment cost are
O also included in this element.
5"6 i_'_
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i 4) Ground Support Equipment. This element refers to the cost of develop°
i ment englIieering, testing and production ol all ground-based equip-
ment required to support the launch, recovery, and maintenance phases
of tilevehicle during flight test operations, and flight operations.
_ i 5) Training. This element includes the co_t of instruction, audio and
i visual teaching aids, and parts and accessories required to train
i " ground crew personnel to maintain SERV. Also included is the costI
) to determine training requirements and planning of training programs
. and 811 cost associated with the development, manufacture and mainte-
nance of simulators tcainers, mockups and models
' •
6) Initial Operating Spares. This element reflects the manufacturing
i_ cost of spare parts for the initial spares stock which is required
! for operations.
7) Ground Test. This element refers to the cost of structural testing
(static, hydrostatic, fatigue, dynamic, etc.) as well as propulsion
I system testing during vehicle hot firing, and a propellant loading
k system test,
8) Sustaining Engineering. This element includes the cost of engineer-
ing effort that is in direct support of manufacturing; involves the
coordination of the various manufacturing activities on an inter-
departmental basis and with subcontractors and vendors, and also
includes continued engineerieg analyses of test results and other
supporting activities.
5.2.2 SPACECRAFT (WBS 102-00-00)
This element includes the design, development and manufacturing cost associ-
ated with the complete air frame and installed equipment. Also includes space- __,,
craft and flight test integration effor6, ground and flight crew training _-_-_._
training equipment, ground support equipment, ground test and equipment, and ,_...."• +
propellants and gases, initial spares, and GSE cost. _'_
5.2.3 MAIN ENGINE (WBS I03-00-0_)
This element includes the cost agsociatcd with the design, development, and
productlon of the main engine developed under a separate contract and supplied
as GFE; also includes the cost of engineering and development activlties,
test hardware and engines, test operations, and propellants consumed by the
engine contractor's facility.
5.2.4 FLIGHT TEST (WBS I04-CD-O0) ..._.
The element of cost is developed from the summation of the lower level 4 _f_
elements of flight test: SERV, spacecraft, ma_ed and support. •
5.2.4.1 SERV (WBS I04-01-00)
• This element includes cost associated with the translation and vertical flight




5.2.4.2 Spacecraft (WBS I04-02-00)
This element includes the cost associated with ground and horizontal flight
tests of the winged spacecraft, or ground and drop tests of the PM.
(- } 5.2.4.3 Mated _WBS 104-03-00).
\_
This element refers to the cost for flight test integration of SERV to space-
craft.
5.2.4.4 Support (WBS I04-04-00)
This element includes the cost for engineering support from detail planning,
support, data acquisition and analysis, reports and material consumed through
to flight test activities.
5.2.5 OPERATIONS (WBS 105-00-00)
This level 3 element includes the costs associated with the effort and
material necessary to operate the SERV shuttle system and maintain it in an
operable condition after initial operational capability has been established.
Specifically, this includes maintenance and refurbishment of the SERV and
spacecraft after each flight in preparation for the next mission, and mainte-
nance and refurbishment of the GSE and facilities T cessary to launch, recover
and maintain the vehicles.
5.2.6 MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION (WBS 106-00-00)
This element of cost is developed from the su,m_atlon of the lower level 4
elements of Systems Engineering and Integration, and Program Management.
5.2.6.1 Systems EnKineerln_ and Integration (WBS 106-01-00)
This element refers to the co'_C of the overall integration of development _
activities. Included is the establishment of engineering design character- i_:
istics; determination of criteria for design review; establishment of pro- _:
cedures for testing components, subsystems or vehicle elements; integration _-
of ground and flight test results into the vehicle design; development proce- '_°_
dures for vehicle maintenance; and quality planning and administrative engi- _
nee,'ing.
5.2.6.2 Program Management (WBS I06-02-00)
This element includes the activities within the program management disciplines;












This section describes the methods used to estimate the cost of elements
identified in the work breakdown structure (WBS), see section 5. Both RDT&E
and investment costs are considered. These costs were developed from cost
estimating relationships (CER's) and direct estimates. The parametric CER's
were generated for hardware elements and development tasks through collection
and analysis of cost data from various hardware and study contracts. The prime
source of CER's was the "STS Cost Methodology Study", prepared by the Systems
Cost Office of Systems Planning Division of the Aerospace Corporation, dated
31 August 1970, and the National Space Booster Study conducted by the Chrysler
Corporation Space Division for NASA under Contract NASW-1740. These cost
; relationships plus cost distribution curves provided by NASA were incorporated
in a computerized cost model; the results are presented in section 7. A des-
cription of the CER's, direct estimation methods, cost distribution curves, and
| structure of the cost model is presented in the subsections to follow.
6.1 COST RELATIONSIIIPS
A description of the cost relationship used for each element of the WBS, see
section 5, is given in paragraph 6.1.1 through 6.1.6. Note that the total
investment cost of each WBS element is obtained by multiplying the first unit
cost (TFU) of that element by 1.9. Pertinent technical characteristics
applicable to this subsection are presented in NASA Data Form C format,
appendix B.
The total program cost of the level 2 SERV space shuttle (WBS-IO0-O0-O0) is
the sum of the RDT&E and investment costs for each of the six level 3 elements
identified as SERV, spacecraft, main engines, flight test, operations, and
management and integration.
6.1.I SERV (WBS i01-00-00)
The total cost of the level 3 SERV is the sum of the RDT&E and investment
costs for each of the seven level 4 elements identified as propulsion,
avionics, airframe, power, environmental control and life support (ECLS),
assembly and checkout, and system support.
f
6.1.1.1 Propulsion(WB$ 101-01-00 )
• This element contains the cost of the direct lift gas turbine engines and the
attitude control system. Note that the deorbit propulsion is integrated with





6.1.I.I.I Direct Lift Engines (WBS I01-01-01)
i
Engineering estimates for the llft engine development, and investment costs
were obtained from the Detroit Diesel Allison Division of the General Motors
Corporation as follows:
( i , Development Cost - $133 M L
• Investment Cost - $0.4M/engine
A 28 million dollar sustaining engineering cost was added to the investment
cost estimate, based on a lO0-man level for 8 years at an annual cost of
35,000 dollars per man.
6.1.1.1.2 Attitude Control System (WBS 101-01-02)
The development cost of the attitude control system was determined from the
following CER:
RDT&E (MS) = (Comfac) (2.2) (Vacuum Thrust) O'
38
The complexity factor (Comfac) for the attitude control system is a function ,:
of engine technology, type of engine, and operational mode. For the LO2/LH 2
advanced, reusable system to be uti]ized un bERV, a factor of 2.0 was
recommended by the Aerospace Corporation. The vacuum thrust for each thruster !
is 4000 pounds. 4
The first unit cost (TFU) of the attitude control system is determined from 1
the following expression: i_
t
TFU (MS) = (Number of Thrusters)(0.4)
There are twenty thrusters on each SERV.
6.1.1.2 Avionics (WBS I01-02-00 )
This element contains the cost of the guidance and navigation, instrumentation
and communications.
6.1.I.2.1 Guidance and Navigation (WBS 101-02-01)
The guidance and navigation cost was determined from specialist estin_ztes, and
there ere two important considerations which influence the development end in-
vestment cost estimates:
m
• The guidance and navigation scheme is state of the art
e.g., the platform is used in the Centaur program, the
computer is being manufactured for the Viking Program
P







6.1.1.2.2 In0trumentation (WI_S 101-02-02)
The development cost of the instrumentation was determined from the following
CER:
RDT&E (MS) " (Comfac) (l.5)(weight of system) 0"7
i The Comfac chosen for this system, and the total Avionics system, was 1.0.
This is the highest factor recommended by the Aerospace Corporation. The
factor is a function of commonality and complexity. No reduction of the
complexity factor was taken due to adaptation of the system to the spacecraft.
The weight of the system was obtained from detailed estimates. The weights
used are listed on NASA Data form C, appendix B.
The first unit cost was developed from the following expression:
TFU (MS) = ',(Comfac)(0.088) (system weight) 0 .7
6.1.1.2.3 Communications (WBS I01-02-03) I
The CER's for determining the development and first unit cost for the lii
communications system are as follows with the Comfac and weights obtained as
explained in paragraph 6.1.1.2.2:
RDT&E (MS) = (Comfac)(l.7)(system weight) 0"7 i
TFU (MS) = (Comfac) (0.042) (system weight) 0'7 !
6.1.1.3 Airframe (WBS I01-03-00) !i
Elements considered under the airframe WBS are structures, thermal protection,
and landing gear.
6.1.1.3.1 Structures (WBS I01-03-01) ,
%+,
The RDT&E cost was developed from the following CER: r
RDTbE (MS) = (Comfac) (3.88) (dry weight) 0"347 5¢;
The Comfac is a function of structural development required and complexity of
the configuration and materials. The structural Comfac used in the SERV !L
calculations was 1.98. Ir
The dry weight includes the following: iP
a Primary struct-lra I _+_
i
. a Thermal protection on upper and lower frustruma
a Landing gear and support
• Turbojet fuel tanks and linel
i
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• Propellant feed and pressurization
• Aerosplke doors
_, Each of the above are obtained directly from a dry weight summary chart such
as table 6.1-.1 with the exception of the thermal protection. For this case,
the weight used is that associated with the outer honeycomb on the upper and
lower frustums and is approximately 46.7 percent of the thermal protection
system weight shown in table 6.1=1.
"iTo estimate the structures element investment cost, the first unit cost was
determined from the following CER:
TFU (MS) = (Comfac)(0.00141)(dry weight)0'805
The dry weight used in the RDT&E CER was used to estimate TFU. The Comfac
for the first unit cost is a function of configuration, propellants, materials
and type of construction. The driving parameters of the factor is material
and type of construction. The material factor is a function of the percent
material by weight used in the fabrication of the vehicle. The SERV vehicle
material Comfac was computed as a weighted average based on a percent weight
distribution of the following different materials:
• Inconel-718 67.1 percent
• Stainless steel Honeycomb 13.1 percent
• Stainless steel Beams 9.4 percent
• Hiscellaneous 10.4 percent
The propellants factor is a function of the insulation, pressurization and
feed system complexity, for SERV, the lnconel-718 honeycomb requires no __
insulation inside the LH2 tanks, and therefore the complexity of the fabrics- "_
tlon is reduced. ,_,,_,_\
The Comfac for estimating TFU was determined as folZows: _:_
Comfac = (Configuration) (Propellants) (14aterial/Construction) _
= 1.0 x 1.5 x 3.629 I
!
Comfac - 5.44 _
The material/construction factor was derived from above material percentages
as follows: : , "_
Fr .... _"act ion Comfac --'"_-.emlmmmm_i_D
0.094 x 1.3 = 0,122 e
0.131 x 1,9 = 0.249
0.104 x 1.0 = 0,I04
0.671 x 4.7 = 3,156




Table 6.1-1. Dry Nelght Summary
m
Primary Structure L48.297
Thermal Protection System 20,438
Landing Gear and Support 7,711
Actuators for Doors and Covers 4,419
Turbojet Engines 35,775
Turbojet Control 2,574
Turbojet Fuel Tanks and Lines 2,036
Propellan_ Feed and Pressurization 15,076
GNbC, Power, and Conlnunications 6,681
Aerosplke Rocket Engine 83,930
RCS and Deorblt Subsystem 5,573
Aerosplke Doors 11,168
Contingency (10%) 34,368





6.1.1.3.2 Thermal Protection System (WBS 101-03-02)
The development cost for the SERV thermal protection system (TPS) is determined
from the following CER"
RDT&E (MS) = 0.2502 (TPS weight)0'608
The weight of TPS used in this equation is obtained from a weight summary such
as table 6.1-I by taking 53.3 percent of the weight shown for the TPS.
J
The first unit cost for the thermal protection system was determined from the
following CER_ i
TFU (MS) = (Comfac)(0.O298)(TPS welght)0"610 !
The Comfac is a function of configuration and material:
Comfac = (Configuration)(Material Construction)
= 1.2 x 1.9
- 2.28
The weight used in this equation is the same weight used to estimate the
RDT&Ecost. 'i
The investment cost includes only the cost for the initial ablative shields
Installed on the vehicle during manufacture. The ablative replacement panels !]
cost is included in the operations cost. "_i
6.1.1.3.3 Landing Gear (WBS I01-03-04) :]
The development cost of the landing gear is included in the development cost
of the structures. !
The first unit cost of the landing gear is developed using the followin 8 CER: |_'"
TFU (MS) = 0.003 (TFU Structures) ' _
where "¢FU structures" is obtained from paragraph 6..1.1.3.1
6.1.1.4 Power (WBS 101-04-00 _
This element contains the c¢08t estimatee for electrical power and distribution
and hydraulic power.
6.1.1.4.1 Electrical Power and Distribution (_S 101-04-01) _°_
The development cost for the fuel cell electrical power end distribution was
determined from the following CER: o i
RDT&E (MS) = (Comfac)(Fuel cell technology) 2.07 (dry weight _"






Ehe Comfac is a function of cor_nonality and complexity of the system. The
calculation is as follows:
Comfac = Commonality x complexity
_ = 0.65 x 1.0
f
• = 0.65
A factor of 0.5 was chosen for fuel cell technology because an adaptation
from existing technology will be used. The weights used in the equation are
obtained from app'ndix B.
The first unit cost was developed from the followlng CER:
TFU (MS) = 0.000191 (Battery dry weight) +
0.0124 (number of fuel cell) (fuel cell dry weight)0"7+
0.034 (electrical distribution dry weight)0"7
_le data used in this equation are obtained from data form C, appendix B.
Note that the dry weight of the electrical distribution system contains the
weight of the actuator and mechanism for the doors and covers.
6.1.1.4.2 Hydraulics (WBS I01-04-02)
The development costs for the hydraulic system were developed from the
following relationship:
RDT&E (MS) = (Comfac)(0.05)(system dry weight)0"77
ThecalculatedComfacasiS follows:functJonf commonality and complexity of the system and was I!_|
Comfac n Commonality x Complexity ,_,"
= 0.8 x 1.0
= 0.8
The factors chosen for commonality and complexity were the hishemt recommended
by the Aerospace Corp. 1he weight of the system, shown in data form C,
appendix B, includes the accumulator and associated system for the four
landing gears. %_
The first unit cost Is determined from the following CER: *__',
• TTU (N$) = 0.0045 (system dry wei&ht) 0"80




6.1.1.5 Environmental Control and Life Support (WBS-IOI-05-O0)
No specific ECLS equipment has been identified for the uamanned SERV configura-
tion. All ECLS equipment is associated with the spacecraft and cargo.
6.1.I.6 Assembly and Checkout {WBS I01-06-00}() .
Assembly and checkout costs were determined from a CER which reflects the
complexity of the vehicle assembly as a function of the first unit costs of
the major veblcle subsystems.
TFU (}iS)= (0.02)(TFU airframe + TFU main engine + TFU landing
gear + TFU propulsion) + (0.10)(TFU r.vlonlcs + TFU
power system)
The TFU cost for each element of the system is obtained by the methods des-
cribed elsewhere in this section.
6.1.1.7 System Support _WBS I01-07-00)
This element contaln6 systems engineering and integration, project management,
facilitles and equlpment, GSE, tralnlng, initlal operating spares, ground
testa, and sustaining engineering.
6.1.1.7.1 System Engineering and Integration (NBS-IOI-07-OI)
The system engineering and integration elements was determined by specialist
estimation.
6.1.1.7.2 Project 14anagement(WBS 101-07-02)
The project management element was determined by specialist estimation.
6 1.1.7.3 Facilities, Tooling and Special Equipment (WBS-101-07-03)
The facilities, tooling and special equipment cost were determined from CCSD
specialists cost estimates. These detailed estimates are in appendix C.
Sustaining tooling for the investment phase was estimated from the following
CER:
MS =(0.15) (0.199)(dry weight) 0.593
The dry weight is that used in 6.1.1.3.1 for determining the structure cost.
6.1.1.7.4 GSE (WBS 101-07-04)
The cost of GSE was developed from the following CERz
RDT&E(145) = 0.02 (airframe RDT&E) + 0.10 (propulsion RDT&E+ o
avionics RDT&E+ power RD_ + main engine PJ_)
Inputs to the equation are obtained Item calculat/_ne of system developumnt




The GSE investment cost is taken as 70 percent of the development cost, or:
GSE (MS) - 0.70 (GSE RDT&E)
6.1.I.7.5 Training (WBS I01-07-05)
The development cost for training was determined from the following CER:
RDT&E(MS) = 0.15 (number o£ personnel to be trained) +
. 0.20 (first unit cost of SERV)
The number of personnel to be trained is shown in data form C, appendix B.
6.1.I.7.6 Initial Operating Spares (WBS 101-07-06)
%nitisl operating spares were costed for the investment phase of the program
using the following CER:
Total Inv,stment cost = 0.10 (total SERV hardware cost) +
0.30 (TFU structures)
The total SERV hardware cost is the cost of two test vehicles plus two flight
vehicles. The ri_t hand element in the cost equation is an allowance for a
set of spare doors. During refurbishment, the aerospike doors, gas turbine
exhaust doors, and landing gear doors will be removed to a separate area for
replacement of the ablative protection material. To accomodate this type of
refurbishment operationj a spare set o£ doors is provided.
6.1.1.7.7 Ground Test (WBS 101-07-07)
The development cost associated with ground test of the $ERV was determined
by the following CER:
RDT&E(MS) = 0.05 (airframe RDT&E) + 5 (number of englnes) 0"26 x _i_
(thrust) 0,14 + 0.15 (propellant weight) x (number of ,.
static tents) + 1.55 + 0,02 (wind tunnel test hours) 0.68 _.i
+ ground test hardware cost. __"
The input requirements tot this equation are listed in data "form Cj appendiz B. _
The ground test hardware cost was estimated at $150H which is the cost for the
structural test vehicle. This cost is opprox/_ately 0.50 of the SERV first L
unit cost. _6.1,1.7.8 Sustaining Engineer£_,g (WBS 101-07-08)
The sustaining en_ineering c_st for SERV was based on specialist estimates _,_
vhich considered the proJect mannin_ relationship beL_aeen the RDT&Eand pro- _:_
curement phases• k prime consideration was the duration of the RDT_ phase
• which extends two years pesL FHOF. Using this as a base, the sustaining engi-
neering cost during the RDT&Ephase yes estimated as 0.12 of the total SF.RV
Investmnt cost. Sustaining eng,neering during the operation phase was
• estimated at 200 personnel at l4kY at 35,O00 dollars per man year•
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6.1.2 SPACECRAFT (WBS 102-00-00)
Because spacecraft analysis and sizing was specifically excluded from the SERV
i study, the following spacecraft costs from NASA sponsored studies were used
i with NASA approval.
i(,,
'- • Costa for the HURP D-34 winged spacecraft arc shown in data .
i form A, appendix B, and were obtained iron a document entitled
! "Integral Launch & Re-entry Vehicle", reference SP 69-11 dated
May I, 1969, prepared by North Amcrlcan Rockwell Space Division -
! under contract NAS9-9205.
• Costs f_ the PH spacccraft are shown in data form A, appendix B,i
and were based on data obtained from a document entitled "Advanced
Logistics Spacecraft System", Volume VIII reference Report No. F138
dated October 31, 1967 prepared by ._:cnonl_ellAstzonautics Company
under contract NAS9-6801.
! 6.1.3 MAIN ENGINE (WB3 103-00-00)
i
The aerosplke engine development cost was estimated to be $556M. This was
obtained from specialist estimates and data provided by North American
R_ckwell Rocketdyne Division. A breakdown of the development cost is as ,fo Ilows :
I a $500M Dove lopment
I • $14M Test Facility Modification
• $42M Propellant and Other Fluids
!
The test facility n_dification coal is based on information from previous
Rocketdyne studies. The $14M is comprised of:
• $75M Capital expenditures and equipment at the
Rocketdyne Sant_, Susanna Flight Laboratory .,.
• $7M To activate yap teat stands at either Edwards
Flight Laboratory (EFL) or the Hlss_ssippi Test
Facilily (MTF)
The first unit cost for the aerospike engine was provided by Rocketdyne. A ._
i sustaining cnglneering coat of $28H was added to this based on eight years of I
Psustaining engineering effort wlth 1DO man level at 935,000 per man year.
6.1.4 FLIGIrr TEST (WBS 104-00-00) ..
Costa for the SERV vehicle flight test program are included in this elemqtt.
They were developed from a combination of CER's and specialist estim_,tes. The




6.1.4.1 SERV FllKht' Test (WBS 104-01-00)
The SERV flight test development cost was estimated with the following CER"
RDT&E (MS) = 42.5 + 2.84 (number of months in test program)
! +0.15 (propellant weight) + 2,0 (TFU of SERV)
6.1.4.2 .Spacecraft O_'BS i04-02-00)
The spacecraft flight test costs are included in the spacecraft development
cost _BS 102-00-00).
6.1.4.3 SERV Spacecraft MatinR (WBS 104-03-00)
The SERV spacecraft mating cost during flight test was estimated from the
following CER:
RDT&E (MS) = 0.15 (SERV flight test cost)
6.1.4,4 Support _PS 104-04-00)
The SERV flight test s,tpport cost was developed with the following CER:
RDT&E (MS) = 0.12 (SERV flight tesf"cost)
The data inputs for this equation are in data form C, appendix B.
6.1.5 OPERATIONS (WBS 105-00-00)
Spacecraft operations costs are included in the spacecraft element, paragraph
6.1.2. Operations costs for SERV were subdivided into: ground operations;
propellants; flight spares; flight operation; training; facility maintenance;
program management; payload integration; and refurbishment of the ablative _,
1) The ground operation COSTS were obtained through a detailed esti- -_
mate of the program operational requirements. A subdivision of _i
personnel utilization is contained in volume V of this report. _
2) Propellant costs were calculated using vehicle propellant loads, _
boil-off factors, flights per year, and cost of propellants. Pro-
pellant costs used were:
• 32¢ per pound for LH2
• 2¢ per pound for LO2 _:_:_
• 2¢ per pound for JP-4 fuel _ i,_
• p
The cost of gas for purges is included in this element and 130,000
• scf of GH2 was costed for each flight at $44 per 1000 scf.
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3) Flight spares were costed uning the Aerospace Corporation CER's for
spares, whlcb is listed in table 6.1-2.
4) Specialist estimates were used for costing flight oDeratlons,
training, facility maintenance, program management, and payload
integration.
,( 5) Refurbishment of the ablative heatshield contains the cost of the
_ thermal protection panels, attachment hardware and sealing material.
The labor cost associated with the refurbishment of the heatshield ;
are included in the operations cost element. The refurbisbment
costs estimated for this element are based on data provided by the
AVCO Corporation. A cost of approximately $90 per square foot was
used.
6.1.6 MANAGEd.lENTAND INTEGRATION (WBS 106-00-00)
This element was estimated by specialist estimates which considered the total
program management manning relationships and the timing continuity of the
• program.
6.1.6.1 Systems En_ineerin_ and !nte_ration (WBS 106-01-00)
i This element cost was estimated by specialist estimate.
6.1.6.2 Program Management (WBS 106-02-00)
This element cost was estimated by specialist estimate.
6.2 COST DISTRIBUTION
The time phasing of the cost estimates is discussed in this subsection. The
idealized cost distributions used in this study were those described in NASA
document MSFC-D_)-MF-030. The general expression for the cost distribution
curves is given by the following beta function: :_.
F(s) = As 2 ((10+s (15-4s) s-20)) +Bs 3 (lO + s (6s-15)) + _
(I-(A+B)) (5-4s) s4 _
Where s is the fraction of time elapsed and F(s) is the fraction of cost con-
sumed. Since F(s) represents the _ceumulation of costs, successive intervals
must be differenced _.oobtain the cost estimate. The constants A and B are
,brained from the referenced DRD document.
L
Spreading functions such as these have an important role in program cost esti-
mation. An ideal spread for the program will minimize the funding peaks and
also minimize the cost of the program in discount dollars. Utilizing tradeoff _cl
data D program schedule requirements, program manpower bt,_idup requirements, . |i._
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Figure 6.2-1. Idealized Cost Distribution Curves
Table 6.2-I Idealized Cost Distribution Curves
Curve Distribution
Curve Type Scheduled e
Designation Elapsed Cost Expended
(Percent) (Percent)
i i i i
_o. I 50 80 I_
Ho. 2 50 60
No. 3 50 50
No. 4 50 40 •




6.2.1 DISTRIBUTION OF RDT&E COST
Each element of the RDT&E cost was assigned a beta distribution function.
/ The hardware elements were all assigned beta function No. 3. SERV systems
engineering and integration, project management, and ground test were assigned
_ a beta function No. 4. SERV facilities tooling and equipment, GSE, and train-
; _. ing utilize a normal distribution, beta function No. 3. All SERV flight test
WBS elements were estimated using beta function No. 3. Program management and
integration for the SERV, utilizea beta function No. 4. The spacecraft
" development cost were spread utilizing beta function No. 2. This function was
also used for the main engine.
6.2.2 DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENT COST
Each WBS element with _n investment cost was spread utilizing beta function
No. 4. All conversion work connected with placing test vehicles into an
operational status were also spread utilizing a No. 4 beta function.
6.2.3 DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATION COST
All operations cost were spread by FY quarter based on the mission model
launch rate. The costs were distributed equally over the quarter at a con-
stant rate.
6.3 PROGRAM COST MODEL
This subsection describes the cost estimating model used to analyze the SERV
Shuttle Program. The model computes cost for RDT&E, production, and opera-
tions. Cost model outputs consist of non-recurring and recurring costs for
each WBS element, annual program cost distributions, discounted progxam cost
distributions, and cost percentage distributions.
6.3.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The program cost model was developed so that parametric analysis of program _
cost could be effectively performed. These analyses provide the basis for _
cost-effectlve system design. The model is designed to accept a hardware
-oriented WBS, non-recurring RDT&E costs, recurring production costs, and
recurring operations costs. It will provide cost projections in this format
over a 20-year period and analyze the data by quarter or by year. Figure
6.3-1 is a generalized flow diagram of the cost model and figure 6.3-2 depicts
the estimation flow. A detailed flow diagram of the cost model is contained
in appendix A. The program cost model is progran_ned in COBOL for the UNIVAC
II08 Exec-ll System. This model accepts all costs associated with a given
project by distributing cost among I00 possible WBS categories.
6.3.2 MODEL OPERATION :'_
• Input cost data can be fed into the computer utilizing two techniques: 1_ the
cost for each WBS item to be used in the analysis can be placed directly into
the model; 2) for certain WBS items, the cost estimating relationships (CER)
• have been developed so that only the vehicle parameter on which the CER of the
WBS item is based has to be put into the model, and from this the cost of the
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, The WBS items in the model are grouped according to the standardized WBS
levels so that if the higher level of any group item is input to the model,
the tower level WBS items of the same group will be bypassed. As an example
WBS-Airframe (level 4) consists of three level 5 elements, namely, structures,
thermal protection, and landing gear. Therefore, if WBS-airframe, (level 4)
• _ is input, the level 5 items will be bypassed since they are the elements from
which the level 4 item-structures is calculated.
The inputs to the model are: .
I) Dollar value of WBS item in millions of dollars
2) Parameter value for use in CER for calculating WBS item cost
3) Cost duration in FY quarters or years
4) Cost start in FY quarters of years; both duration and start of
cost must be in the same unit, i.e., either FY quarter or years.
5) 'A' beta function coefficient
J
' 6) 'B' beta function coefficient
7) Work breakdown structure name _I
8) Work breakdown structure level !
9) Complexity factor
For the initial case, the model requires an input data card for each WBS item
of the model. =ach succeeding case requires data cards for only those WBS
items that h_ (, values to be varied.
The output of the model can be in two formats. The first format, figure 6.3-3,
is a cost summary listing each WBS item analyzed, its level, dollar value and
the percent of time and cost expended in that period. The second format,
iigure 6.3-4, shows the total program cost in millions of dollars; and this is
the final output. The model contains sufficient flexlhility to accept CER's
as new WBS items are developed.
ma-
In summary the model utilizes an idealized cost distribution curve for spread-
ing element cost. The cost of each WBS element is spread utilizing this












This section presents the final SERV configuration characteristics, and results
of the cost analysis.
+
7.1 CONFIGbRATION IDE_;TIFI_\TION
The final SERV configuration is presented in figure 7.1-I. The chief charac- i
teristics are shown in figure 7.1-2 and the dry weight breadkown is presented i
in table 7.1-1. i
7.2 COST ANALYSIS RES_,TS t
I
Costs of the configuration identified in subsection 7.1 were analyzed and a
cost summary and total program cost distribution is presented in appendix D.
7.2.1 I_OGPJ_ COSTS
The cost for each WBS element is shown in figure 7.2-1 and 7.2-2. These figures
illustrate the cost associated with each WBS element for both development and
investment. It is important to note that investment cost totals include the _
cost for modification of three test vehicles, STV-I and the two flight test _
vehicles, into operational vehicles, i_ _
The SERV first unit costs are shown on table 7.2-1. Investment costs for the
SERV program are estimated from the SERV first unit cost utilizing a 95 percent
learning curve.
Table 7.2-2 illustrates the cost per year for operational cost by operations
element. Operations costs shown on this chart reflect a bO percent unmanned
flight ratio for the mission model, which reduces the program operating cost.
The cost per flight is shown in table 7.2-3. This cost includes the cost of
amortization which is based on a 500-flight life vehicle. _
Table 7.2-4 shows the effect of launch rate on operations cost. A mission :_
model of I00, 220, 365 and 445 was used and the associated costs for =tew _
• year program are presented.
SERV program cost distributions are shown on figure 7.2-3 and 7.2-4. Figure
• 7.2-3 illustrates SERV Shuttle Program cumulative costs for the SERV only, i
SERV-I_ and SERV-MURP. The cumulative cost curves also show program cost in i
discount dollars. The program cost in discount dollars was based on a I0 per- !
O cent dlscount rate In ,ccordancewith Bureau of the Budget clrcular No. A-94, I i
1973010131-052
dated June 26, 1969, subject: "Discount Rates and Procedures to be used in
Evah,atin_',Deferred Costs and Benefits". SERV Shuttle Program cost distribution
is shown on figure 7.2-4. Peak funding for the program options are also presented.
A typical breakdown of the SERV Shuttle Pro_._ramcost is presented in figure 7.2-5;
high cost areas are prcsented in table 7.2-5. The table Sdcntiflcs the high cost
areas by WBS element, percentage of total program cost, and the cost drivers of
tlleWBS element; all other elements have lower percentage costs. Note that the
five RDT&E high cost areas identified account for 28.06 percent of the program
cost and this represents 48.3 percent of the total RDT&E cost (see figure 7.2-5).
Restated, five areas account for approximately 48 percent of the program RDT&E
COS t.
7.3 NASA COST DATA FOPs'IS
NASA cost estimate forms 'A', 'C' and 'D' are presented in appendix B. Separate
sets of Forms 'A; and 'D' are included for non-recurrlng (DDT&E), rccurrlng
(Production) and recurring (Operations) costs. The forms display total cost and










Actuators for Doors 5,405 _7
Turbojet Engines 48,845 _
Turbojet Controls 3,146 ,_
Turbojet Tanks, Lines 2,490
Propellant Feed, Press. 17,348




, Contingency (10Z) 44,932 ._
j .











i ...... ¢ . ,,
CARGO WEIGHT TO 270 x 55 (LB) 27,300
_" LIFIOFF THRUST(LB) 7,454,000 7,454,000
I GLOw (LB) 6,046,000 6,049,000
t --o
vF._c,_,_v _E_G.tCLB) 494,249 I----96 _1 t'----_--9_--1 • PRIMARYSTRUCIURE 200,018 iI • A_ROSPIKEENGINE 110,804:" • IURBOJET ENGINES 48,845
• THERMALPROTECTION 24,695 /
• ALL OTHER SUBSYSTEMS 64,955















- AEROSPIKE ENGI_ 60.0
- LIFT ENGINES 29.5
- ATTITUDE CONTROL 8.5
98.0
• AVIONICS









- HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC 2.1
24.8
• ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT 9.5
|, , i
• FIRST UNIT COST TOTAL 350.1 _:
- " II




Table 7.2-3. Typical Cost Per Flight
i ,ml ii
TYPICAL COST PER FLIGHT
(445 FLIGIIT PROGRAM) SERV-MURP SERV-PM
Operations 4.21 4.05
Fleet Amortization 0.86 0.83
Total ($M/FLT) 5.07 4.88
J
I
Table 7.2-4. Effect of Launch Rate on Operations Cost
TOTAL COST FOR TOTAL OPERATIONS ,_2
RUBBER OF LAUNCHES TOTAL LAUECHES IN 10 YEAR PROGRAM COS.T P.ER FLICJZT
IN LAST YEAR TEN YEAR PROGRAM _ SE"-RV-HUI_P - SERV-PH SERV-MURP $ERV-PM
10 100 765.0 760.0 7.65 7.604
25 220 1147.8 t 1111.6 5.21 5.05
50 365 [615.5 ! 1557.2 4.4_ 4.27
I
75 445 1873.9 J 1803.9 4.21 4.05
'Y_'t
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• COST ESTIMATE DATA FORM A t
• TECHNICAL CHARACTEIIISTICS DATA FORM C
• FUNDING SCHEDULE DATA FORM D
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f" APPENDIX C
• DETAIL FACILITY COST ANALYSIS
This Appendix contains the working papers which were generated in the estima-
tion of facility costs. The following working papers are presented:
A. MAF Tooling Cost Summary
B. MAF Tooling Costs
Co Minor Facilities Cost for System_ Subsystemp and
Component Test Program
D. MAF Facility Cost












A. MAF TOOLINGCOST SUMMARY
0
(:-2
• -- ...... q
1973010131-199
i!
A-I. MAF Toolln_Costs.. Sum:na.ry
,, -,
Basic Tooling Cost 36,524,000
Facility 21,141,600
Special Equipment 3,516,000
Handl Ing Equipment I,459,700





L NOTE: For detailed breakdovn of costs see
r
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C-l. Hinor Facilities Cost
_ for



































D-1. _F Facility Cost
0
' 1) Plant Hodification - Buildin_ 420 - Stake Test
o Modification of building 420, stage test, by addition
..' of 4 stations inc]uding all foundations with 130 foot
clear height in one station and 90 feet in the 3 re-
maining stations; also environmentally controlled and
separate power and chilled water capability 19,404,000 "
o Furnish and install 90-foot rotary table - Station No. i Part of tool-
ing installa-
" tion
o Furnish and install 150-ton gantry crane - Station No. 1 312,000
o Furnish and install pneumastatic, pneumatic, hydrostatic,
and clean facility - Station No. 2 2,500,000
o Furnish and install weight and CC test equipment (hori-
zontal) - Station No. 4 100,000
i
2) Plant Modification - Building 103
o Install three 90-foot rotary tables in the subassembly Part of tool-
areas ing installa-
tion
o Enclosure for rotary table 580,000
i o Various crane modifications 500,000
3) Plant Modification - VAB Buildin_
%;
o Install one 60-foot rotary table Part of tool-
lag installa-
tion
4) Tooling, Facilities and Special Equipment - All Buildings /
p -- _
o Install new tooling and special equipment 4,950,000 f
o Procure and install new facility items 4,495,000
o Relocate existing facility equipment within the MAF 750,000
o Re-install relocated facility equipment 4_5,000
o Various foundations 800,000o "
o Modification of existing platforms and acquisition of
new platforms 1,760,000
, | , , , ,, ,,, , | • ,, ,, ,
5) RoadwaNs and,,Transportation
) o Provide access roads to and from building 420 and from
building 420 to dock area 1,175,000
Total All Costa $37,479,950
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AND TOTAL PROGRAM COST DISTRIBUTION
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